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A and B are points at the upper and lower ends, respectively, of a line of greatest slope on a plane inclined 
at 30° to the horizontal. M is the mid-point of AB. Two particles P and Q, joined by a taut light inextensible 
string, are placed on the plane at A and M respectively. The particles are simultaneously projected with 
speed 0.6ms-1  down the line of greatest slope (see diagram). The particles move down the plane with 
acceleration 0.9ms-2 . At the instant 2 s after projection, P is at M and Q is at B. The particle Q subsequently 
remains at rest at B.

[3]

[4]

(i) Find the distance AB.

The plane is rough between A and M, but smooth between M and B.

(ii) Calculate the speed of P when it reaches B.

P has mass 0.4 kg and Q has mass 0.3 kg.

(iii) By considering the motion of Q, calculate the tension in the string while both particles are moving
[3]down the plane. 

(iv) Calculate the coefficient of friction between P and the plane between A and M. [6]
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AB	and	BC	are	lines	of	greatest	slope	on	a	fixed	triangular	prism,	and	M	is	the	mid-point	of	BC.	AB	and	BC	
are	inclined	at	30°	to	the	horizontal.	The	surface	of	the	prism	is	smooth	between	A	and	B,	and	between	B	
and	M.	Between	M	and	C	the	surface	of	the	prism	is	rough.	A	small	smooth	pulley	is	fixed	to	the	prism	at	B.	
A	light	inextensible	string	passes	over	the	pulley.	Particle	P	of	mass	0.3	kg	is	fixed	to	one	end	of	the	string,	
and	is	placed	at	A.	Particle	Q	of	mass	0.4	kg	is	fixed	to	the	other	end	of	the	string	and	is	placed	next	to	the	
pulley	on	BC.	The	particles	are	released	from	rest	with	the	string	taut.	P	begins	to	move	towards	the	pulley,	
and	Q	begins	to	move	towards	M	(see	diagram).

[5](i) Show	that	the	initial	acceleration	of	the	particles	is	0.7	m	s–2,	and	find	the	tension	in	the	string.

The	particle	Q	reaches	M	1.8	s	after	being	released	from	rest.

(ii) Find	the	speed	of	the	particles	when	Q	reaches	M. [2]

After	Q	passes	through	M,	the	string	remains	taut	and	the	particles	decelerate	uniformly.	Q	comes	to	rest	
between	M	and	C	1.4	s	after	passing	through	M.

(iii) Find	the	deceleration	of	the	particles	while	Q	is	moving	from	M	towards	C. [2]

(iv) (a)	 	By	 considering	 the	 motion	 of	 P,	 find	 the	 tension	 in	 the	 string	 while	Q	 is	 moving	 from	M
towards	C.	 [3]

(b) 	Calculate	 the	magnitude	 of	 the	 frictional	 force	 which	 acts	 on	Q while	 it	 is	moving	 from	M
towards	C.	 [3]
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